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25
Genetic changes in the dengue virus (DENV) genome affects viral fitness both clinically and 26 epidemiologically. Even in the 3' untranslated region (3'UTR), mutations could impact the 27 formation of subgenomic flaviviral RNA (sfRNA) and the specificity of sfRNA in inhibiting host 28 proteins necessary for successful viral replication. Indeed, we have recently shown that 29 mutations in the 3'UTR of DENV2 affected its ability to inhibit TRIM25 E3 ligase activity to 30 reduce interferon (IFN) expression, which potentially contributed to the emergence of a new 31 viral clade during the 1994 dengue epidemic in Puerto Rico. However, whether differences in 32 3'UTRs shaped DENV evolution on a larger scale remains incompletely understood. Herein,
33
we combined RNA phylogeny with phylogenetics to gain insights on sfRNA evolution. We 34 found that sfRNA structures are under purifying selection and highly conserved despite 35 rates). In contrast,  > 1 or  < 1 indicate that a given position in the sfRNA has respectively a 161 higher or lower substitution rate than the synonymous substitution rate in the coding region of 
171
This observation concurs with the predominant negative selection reported for the 3'UTR of 172 DENV1 by Wong and Nielsen, 2004 . It is also consistent with a reported finding that strong 173 purifying selection characterizes the evolution of DENV genomes (Holmes, 2006 and Lequime segregated the DENV2 sfRNA sequences into six clades, consistent with the six genotypes 189 that characterize DENV2 evolution (Reviewed by Chen and Vasilakis, 2011). 190 Remarkably, the positively selected hairpin in the fNR2 structure differed in nucleotide 
Discussion
200
The identification of 3'UTR structure and sfRNA production as having functional importance in 201 determining viral fitness is of major interest in both experimental and epidemiological settings.
202
The frequent emergence of DENV strains with insertions, deletions and point mutations in their 203 3'UTR (Zhuo et al., 2006 , Pankhong et al., 2009 , de Castro et al., 2013 , Dash et al., 2015 and 204 the differences in nucleotide lengths underscores the need for improved understanding of this 205 part of the DENV genome. Given that the sfRNA is a non-coding RNA, its influence on DENV 206 fitness and evolution must be understood in the context of its RNA structures. RNA phylogeny 207 provides a bioinformatic approach to glean insights to direct further mechanistic investigations.
208
Furthermore, a phylogenetic based estimation of substitution rate using non-coding RNA 
301
To further characterize the nucleotide conservation, composition and distribution in the 3'UTR 302 of dengue viruses, we identified some conserved stretches that mapped to the start and end Figure S1 ). We drew secondary RNA structures 330 and pseudoknots using VARNA software (Darty et al., 2009) .
331
Detecting natural selection in DENV sfRNA 332 To determine whether the RNA structures in the sfRNA play a role in the evolution of DENV,
333
we explored natural selection pressure in a site-by-site basis in the sfRNA structure using a and estimated a  parameter. Thus, a nucleotide position that exhibited a similar nucleotide 347 substitution rate to the synonymous substitution rate (  1) was assumed to be under a neutral 348 evolution, whereas when  was found to be significantly higher or lower than 1 in a given 
DENV-2 sfRNA 3D modeling
We modeled the 3D RNA structure of DENV-2 sfRNA using RNA composer (Popenda et al. 364 2012). We used for the input file all the secondary and tertiary interactions that we obtained 365 from the RNA phylogeny approach. The modeling of DENV-2 fNR structures was optimized 366 through comparative RNA modeling, using ZIKV fNR crystal structure as template (5TPY). This 367 was performed using ModeRNA software (Piatkowski et al. 2016) . The local geometry in 368 preliminary models were refined through energy minimization using the AMBER force field in ) and it will not contribute to resolve the 2D space due the high sequence 383 identity in this part of DENV 3'UTR (>99%, Table S1 ). on sequence conservation and nucleotide composition. These data are further 426 described in Table S1 . A A G A A G U C A G G C C A g u c a a c a c a u u -a c a a a g u 
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